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HUSBAND AND WIFE
INDEX.
Adoption of Children, s;!e Adoption ..
Compensation to Famil~' of Person Killed in Accident
see Fatal Accidents .
Evidence
how far competent and compellable
Order for Maintenance
see Deserted Wives' and Children's Maintenance
Property Rights of Married Women
see Married Women's Property..
Solemnization of Marriage
see l'rfarriage
HYDRANTS
Local Improvements
corporation to assume cost of
HYDRO·ELECTRIC POWER COMMISSION
Railway and Munieipal Board Act
not to affect jurisdiction .
See Also Power Commission _ .
HYDRO.ELECTRIC RAILWAYS
1927
1902
1197,1198
1904
1890
1879
2963
2623
'1'00
actions against Commission for negligence in operation of _ '765
ILLEGITIMATE CHILDREN
Registration of Births, see Vital Statistics .
Legitimation By Marriage of Parents ..
Mainte~aY1ce of, see Children of Unmarried Parents
IMPLIED COVENANTS
see Conveyancing and Law of Property
IMPLIED PROVISIONS
see Interpretation
IMPRISONMENT
Hard Labour
power to impose
Place of
common gaol
IMPROVEMENTS UNDER MISTAKE OF TITLE
lien for
835
1918
1919
1397
7
6
6
1403
INDEX.
INCAPACITY
Committee
appointment of, to manage estate
INCLINE RAILWAYS
1\1unicipal
management of, by commission
INCORPORATlON
343
PAOli
1140
3234
Interpretation
effect of terms importing 7
INDIANS
Game and Fisheries
regulations exempting from Act ..
Liquor Permits
not to be issued to , .
INDIGENT PERSON
3672
3304
J
Admission to House of Refuge
see Houses of Refuge 4037. 4044
Cemeteries
providing graves for :............................................. 3659
ledical Care of
duty of municipality 3370
Municipal By-Laws
maintaining at bouse of refuge 2830
Public Health Regulations
order, barring prosecution for breach 3395
Remission of Taxes
by public school board 3777
separate school board 3873
INDUSTRIAL DISEASES
see Workmen's Compensation
INDUSTRIAL DISPUTES
Agreement
what disputes may be the subject of arbitration .
Agreement for Submission
registrar to promote .
Arbitration
what may be the subject of ..
number of employees must be not less than ten ..
councils,-for railway disputes .
for other matters .
how appointed .
president, appointment of .
may be the same for botb councils .
O-lS
1831
lSll
1813
1811
1812
1815
1815
1815
1 15
1815
344 INDEX.
INDUSTRIAL DISPUTES-Continued
",en:
1820
1817
1811
]812
1812
1812
1812
1815
1821
1821
1821
1821
1821
1819
1819
1819
1820
1820
1820
1820
1820
1820
1820
]820
1820
1820
1821
1821
1821
Arbitration-Continued
publication of appointment. . 1815
cancellation of appoir.tment 1815
term of office 1815
eligible for reappointment. 1815
forfeiture of office 1815
vacancies, how filled 1816
temporary appointment of president..... 1816
illness or disability while reference pending... 1816
members of council of conciliation may sit as assessors.... 1816
remuneration 1816
recommendation for appointment, who may make 1816, 1817
reference to, application for 1819
not to preclude subsequent reference to council of concilia-
tion . .
where attempt to proceed by conciliation has failed .
mayor of city or town to give notiee of strike or lock-out
duty of eouncil as to mediation ..
agents of parties, representation by
proceedings to be in open court .
decision to be according to equity and good conscience..
president, powers of at sittings .
quorum and place of me,"ting . .
ordering investigation by one member of council ..
report or award, time for nlaking .
publication of "........ . .
right to inspect . .
agreement to be bound by .
enforcement of .. .
powers of council as to procuring evidence ..
Boards of Trade
voting on recommendations for appointment as arbitrators...1817,1818
Conciliation
what may be the subject of .
number of employees must be not less than ten ....
Contempt
powers of president of board of arbitrators not to extend to..
Co·Operative Associations
not entitled to vote on recommendations of appointment .
Councils of Arbitration
application for reference to council to be received and dealt
with by registrar ..
registrar to convene .
issue of summons to witnesses ..
how composed .
powers of . .
visiting locality and hearing parties .
summoning and enforcing attendance of witnesses ..
administering oaths and examining witnesses .
representation by barrister or solicitor not permitted ..
Council of Conciliation
registrar to issue notice of sittings .
how. cOJ!lposed .
nommatlon .
vacancies, how filled .
reference to, by agreement of parties ..
on application of either party
1812
1813
1813
1813
1813
1813
INDEX.
INDUSTRIAL DISPUTES-Continued
Council of Conciliation-Continued
duties of registrar on receipt of application .
representation of parties by manager .
written authority to managers when required .
election or appointment to be recorded .
writte~ stateme!1t of case ~~ parties, where required .
convenmg meetmg of concll18tors .
report of council .: .
reference to arbitrators where conciliation fails .
members of, may sit as assessors on arbitration .
reference to not preCluded by reference to arbitration .
powers as to procuring evidence .. .
representation by barrister or solicitor not permitted .
fees of members .
Counsel
parties not to be represented by .
Damage to Work
disputes as to may be tbe subject of arbitration .
Dismissal of Employee
disputes as to may be subject of arbitration .
Disputes
what may be tbe subject of conciliation or arbitration
Employee
meaning of .
what complaints by or against may be the subject of con-
ciliation or arbitration .
requesting registrar to mediate .
must be not less than ten to bring matter within tbe Act .
Employer
meaning of .
what complaints by or against may be the subject of concilia-
tion or arbitration .
requesting registrar to mediate ..
right of voting on recommendation .
El"idence
registrar to issue summons to witnesses ..
powers of councils as to procuring .
Fees
not to be paid to registrar by parties .
what payable to members of council of conciliation ..
Food Supply
disputes as to may be the subject of arbitration ..
Head of lunicipality
requesting registrar to mediate ..
Hours of Working
disputes as to may be subject of arbitration ..
Informality
not to invalidate proceedings .
Justice of the Peace
summary application to, to compel attendance of witness ......
345
PAO.
1813
1814
1814
1814
1814
1814
1814
1814
1816
1819
1821
1821
1822
1821
1811
1812
1811
1811
1811
1812
1812
1811
1811
1812
1816
1812
1821
1821
1822
1811
1812
1811
1822
1821
346 INDEX.
INDUSTRIAL DISPUTES-Continued
...... 1812, 1813
Lock-Out
registrar to endeavour to prevent.....
Manager
appointment of to act fo! parties in conciliation proceedings
iUaterial
disputes as to may be the subject of arbitration
::'tlayor
to give notice of strike or lock·out to registrar
rAOII,
1814
1811
1819
1820
1812
1813
..................1815·1818
~lediation
duty of council of arbitration as to
;\lining
disputes as to may be the subject of arbitration 1811,1812
Nomination of l\iembcrs of Council
of conciliation
of arbitration
Notices
registrar to issue
President of B03l'd of Arbitration
powers of _ . 1820
ProCessional Assistance
not to be permitted before council of conciliation .
Railways
separate board of arbitration for disputes between employers
and employees .
organizations of employees, right to vote on recommendations
to arbitration ........
1821
1815
1817
1812
1812
1821
1812·
1814
1814
1822
1822
Registrar of Cound!s of Condliation and Arbitration
appointment of 1812
duty with respect to election of councils of arbitration 1816-1818
Regulations
power of lieutenant-governor as to making
to be laid before Assembly ..
Sanitation
disputes as to may be the subject of arbitration ..
Solicitors
parties not to be represented .by .
F:tatement of Case
parties to conciliation proceedings to make ,
registrar, duties of upon reierence to council of conciliation
Strikes
registrar to endeavor to prevent .
Summons to Witnesses
registrar to issue
Trade Organizations
disputes as to connection of elnployee with, may be the subject
of arbitration 1812
voting on recommendations for appointment as arbitrators 1817, 1818
INDEX.
INDUSTRIAL DISPUTES--Continuc:d
Ventilation
what disputes as to may be the subject of arbitration.
Wages
disputes as to may be the subject of arbitration .
'Witnesses
powen of councils as to examination and enforcing attendance
fees of . .
INDUSTRIAL EDUCAnON
see Vocational Education
INDUSTRIAL FARMS
Agreements
for establishment of joint farm .
for extension of sewerage system to farm .
with Hydro-Electric Power Commission, etc., for supply of
electricity .
with municipality or company for supply of water or electricity
power to carry work over intervening lands for connection
with sewerage or water works system..
compensation for damages .
Assent of Eleetors
when not required for borrowing money..
Board of Management
appointment of .
duties . .
co-operation with sheriff in control ot joint farms .
Board of Parole
submission of report of superintendent with recommendation
of inspector. . .
Borrowing Powers
when consent of eleetors not required .
347
r,lOJ
18I!
1811
1821
182Z
3928
4047
4048
4048
'048
4048
4048
.048
4047
4047
4041
4050
4049
By-Laws
of city or tol'.'ll for establishing......... 4047
Committal
what persons liable for......... 4047
Common Gaol
transfer from to farm 4041, 4050
Districts
farms to be for all the district! .
Earnings
application of for maintenance .
Eledrlcity
contracts for supply of .
Establishment
by city or county................... . .
in provisional judicial districts . .
of Joint farm b)' two or three counties or cit)' and count)' ..
4052
4049
4048
4047
4047
4047
348 INDEX.
INDUSTRIAL FARMS-Continued
Extra-Mural Employment
of persons under sentence
Highways
to be deemed part of farm for certain purposes, .
40~9
404.9
40409
4060
Inspedion
of farm books, documents, etc., by inspector., 4051
recommendations on 4051
Joint Farm
establishment of by two or three counties or city and county 40407
Maintenance
application of earnings
of farm, apportionment of cost._
Offences
committal to farm for certain " "" . 4..7
Lieutenant-Governor in Council.. 4047, 4048
Officers
appointment
Plans
approval of
of superintendent and other 40.7
Probation Officers
appointment of ",_
Rules and Regulations
by Lieutenant·Governor in CounciL.
Sewerage System
agreements for connecting farm with....
4000
....................4048, 4049
4048
Sheriff
co-operation with board of management in control of joint
farms 404.7
to have supervision in certain cases,. . __ _..... 404.8
transfer of prisoners from common gaol to farm........... 4050
Council
Site
appropriation of Crown lands for , , , .
approval of Lieutenan~Governor in
4'.
40'7
Supervision
by sheriff .
appointment of superintendent by sheriff with approval of
Licutenan~Governor ..
monthly report as to number of inmates
submission of to Board of Pe-role
Tal'ation
exemption from ....
Water
contracts for supply of
40,(8
4048
4050
4060
2996
40'8
Work
regulations may require inmates to perform.............................. 404.9
INDEX.
INDUSTRIAL AND MINING LANDS COMPENSAnON
349
4036
4035
Agreements Determining Damages
extent and effect of............................................................................ 1458
registration 1458
Compensation
payment of, complete defence to action or injuDction................ 1458
INDUSTRIAL REFUGES FOR FEMALES
Age
commitment between fifteen and thirty-five................................ 4033
Andrew Mercer Reformatory
transfer of inmates to... 4034
Bailiff
to convey person committed to refuge 4034
Begging
committal for
Board
how composed 4034
review of findings of medical practitioner............. 4034
transfer of feeble-minded inmate.................................................. 4035
transfer of venereal cases .. 4035
By-Laws
to be in writing 4035
approval necessary . 4035
Commitment
may be made between fifteen and thirty-five......... 4033
transfer from industrial schooL.................. 4033
Protestant not to be committed to Catholic refuge and vice
versa 4033
warrant required . 4035
who may be committed :....................................... 4036
at instance of parent or guardian................................................ 4036
to be reported by judge to Board of Parole within three days.. 4036
Contagious Diseases
inmate not to be discharged while suffering from 4035
Depositions
to be taken down in writing.......................................................... 4036
how to be dealt with on committaL............................................. 4036
Discharge
order for 4034
postponement of, in case of illness....................... 4035
Drunkenness
committal for 4036
Escapes
re-arrest on 4034
Feeble-Minded
transfer to hospital
Gaols
transfer of inmates to 4034
350 lNDEX.
INDUSTRIAL REFUGES FOR FEMALES-Continued
Government Grant
provisions as to maintenanee
Guardian
application by, for eommittal
Hospital
transfer of inmates to .
House of Correction
refuge to be ,
Illness
medical examination on entrance.....
revision of findings by board............ . .
inmate not to be discharg'cd during .
Immorality
committal for ....
Incorrigible Girls
transfer to Mercer reformatory or gaol .
committal on application of parent or "guardian.
Information
formal charge unnecessary ....
Inspector
warrant for transfer to refuge..
parole of inmates by .
warrant for retaking on breach of parole .
to be member of board ..
transfer of inmates to other institutions.. .. .
Judge
committal of persons liable to imprisonment.. . ..
delivery of depositions taken by :. . .
committal of incorrigible girls by .
commitments to be reported to Board of Parole by, within
three days
Maintenance
liability of municipal corporation
government aid .
Medical Examination
when to take place ..
revision of findings by Board .
before discharge in case Qf illness
Municipal Corporations
liability for maintenance .
Parent
application for committal by ..
Parole, Release on
order for .. . .
to be conditional .
violation of conditions, re.taking.
record of conduct to be kept.. .
'AOI
4036
4036
4036
4036
4034
4034
4036
4036
4034
4036
4036
4033
4033
4034
4034
4036
4036
4036
4036
4036
'035
'035
,...
'03'
'035
'035
4036
4033
4034
4034
4034
INDEX.
INDUSTRIAL REFUGES FOR FEMALES-Continued
351
PAQE
Regulations
to be in writing 4035
approval necessary 4035
Religion
Protestant female not to be committed to Catholic refuge and
vice versa 4033
Sentence
indefinite term. powers of judge 4033.4036
Term
not to exceed two years 4033. 4036
exception in case of illness 4035
Transfer
from industrial school to refuge......... .. 4033
from refuge to Mercer reformatory or gaol... 4034
to hospital for feeble-minded . 4035
inmate suffering from venereal disease 4035
Venereal Disease
inmate not to be discharged until cured 4035
transfer of patient to hospitaL..................................................... 4035
Warrant
transfer. from industrial schoo!.................................................... 4033
for re-taking on breach of parole.... 4034
transfer to reformatory or gao!...................................................... 4034
female bailiff to act upon................................................................ 4034
unnecessary in case of escape............................... 4034
to be forwarded to inspector.......................................................... 4035
no admission without......................................................... 4035
judge to commit by 4035. 4036
INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS
Aid
by-laws for granting........................................................................ 2861
power of school board and council to grant. although school
situate out of jurisdiction 3895.3896
inspection of institutions receiving.............................................. 3901
Allowance
payment of. per capita instead of furnishing teachers.. 3896
Appeal
to Divisional Court from order made under Act....... ...... ......... 3897
Apprenticeship
within three years. of child committed.......................................... 3898
Begging
committal of childr£'n to industrial school for.. 3896
Board of Public School Trustees
meaning of :...... 3894
Buildings
erection llnq mllintenance of .. 3895
352 INDEX.
INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS-Continued
3997
3998
3998
3998
3998
3900
3900
8901
8900
3B98
."93B99
8B99
3B99
88"3900
Children
committal of certain, to industrial school or other institution..S896, 8897
hearing before judge to be private.. ,........................ .. 3897
discretion of judge as to committal "....... 3897
order of Inspector to scnd child in foster home to schooL... 3897
religious persuasion to be ascertained and committal accord-
ingly . .
agent of children's aid society to take child to schooL ..
expenses of taking, to school. ..
order of committal, conl.ents of. , ..
maintenance, order as to municipality liable for .
amount payable by municipality for .
order making parent, etc., liable for ..
contribution from province .
when children from unorganized territory .
apprenticing or placin,lt in foster home within three years .
supervision of, after leaving school
guardianship to last until majority .
transfer from one school to another .
visits by clergymen for religious instruction .
Board mar permit residence with respectable persons..:
apprehensIon on escape or absence : .
Clergymen
visits of, at school for religious instruction
Comnlittal
order for, contents of
8B99
3B98
Crime
committal of children for petty... 8897
3896
Debentures
issue by philanthropic society....................................................... 3396
guarantee of, by council , ,...................... 3B96
liabllity for, as between public and separate school supporters 3B96
Depositions
delivery to superintendent by person in charge of child 3398
Destitute Child
committal of, to school
Discipline
rules of industrial board as to
approval by inspector .
...........,.. 8901
3901
8897
3901
3900
.900
.3900
......3894.3895
8895
3895
Drunkenness
of parents, ground for committal of children to
Escape
from school, what deemed to be...
apprehension without warrant
penalty for aiding or abetting
Establishment
by public or separate school board .
notice to and approval by Minister ..
delegation of powers to philanthropic society ..
False Statement
penalty for making, in returns ..
INDEX.
INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS-Ccmtinued
Foster Home
order of inspector transferring child from, to school
placing child in within three years after committal.
Guardianship
of industrial board until aUainment of majority .
Industrial Refuge for Females
transfer of pupil to ", " .
Industrial School
meaning of .
Il\dustrial School Board
meaning of .
353
p",os
3897
3898
389~
4033
3894
3894
Inspection
of institutions receiving aid .. ,..... 3901
by public school inspector as to efficiency of teachers and
progress of pupils 3901
by inspect<lr of separate schools on request of separate
school board 3901
3894
.... 3896,3897
Inspector
meaning of . .
order of transferrinjf child from foster home to school .
ascertainment or religious persuasion of child committed, by
duties of . .
Judge
meaning of _............ . .
applications to, and hearing .
Legislati"e Grants
fifty cents for each day's sta)·..
payment on report of inspector
Maintenance
contribution by municipality towards....... . .
contribution by Province for children from unorganized terri.
tory . .
order of court making parent liable
variation of .
Management
rules of industrial board as to
approval by inspector .
Minister
meaning of
Municipality
meaning of
Orphan
committal of, to school
Parole
of child committed within three years .
Penalty
for aiding or abetting escape
for fabe statemtnt in return
3894
3897
3897
3899
3901
3901
3900
3900
3900
3900
3901
3901
3894
389~
3896
3898
3900
3901
354 lNDEX.
3894
3896
3895
3896
3896
INDUSTRIAL SCHOOI...S-Continued
.~.
Philanthropic Society
meaning of .. . .
establishment of scbool by...................... . .
representation of public or separate school boards on board
. of management .
debentures, power to issue .
guarantee of debentures by counciL... . .
Property
power to acquire........... 8894, 3896
Religious Corporations
grants or leases of lands for industrial school purposes...
Religious Persuasion
ascertainment of, by judge or inspector on committaL..
Returns
penalty for false statement .
Roman Catholic Industrial School
committal of Roman Catholic child to .
inspection of, by inspector of separate schools..
Rules
of industrial board as to management and discipline...
approval by inspector .
Teachers
school board to provide on delegation of powers .
payment of per C8}lita allowance in lieu of providing .
industrial board to provide in such case .
report by inspector as to efficiency of .
Truancy
committal of children for..
Visits
by clergymen to school
INDUSTRIES
Bonus Limitation
FiJ:ed Assessment
power of municipalities to grant
see Labour, Department of ..
INEBRIATES
38~6
38.7
3901
3897
3901
3901
3901
3896
3896
3896
3901
3897
3899
2960
2834
766
4074
4109
Asylums
establishment by munic'ipa! corporations 2826
Lunacy
extension of Act to . 1140
Treatment of
in hospitals for insane
in private sanitaria
INFANT EXECUTOR
administration to be granted to guardian.................................. 986
INDEX.
INFANTS
Access
power of Supreme or Surrogate Court as to
Appeals
from Surrogate Court to Di;'isional Court
practice and procedure on. . _ .
Contracts
writing required on ratification of
Com"e,-ance
order for execution of, by substitute .
Cilstody
power of Supreme or Surrogate Court as to
parents to have joint .
agreements between dh'orced parents as to
rules of equity to prevail as to
Disenlailing Assurance
void when inbnt dies under age
Dh-idends
application of, for maintenance and education
Dower
commutation of, where estate of infant subject to .
Education
equal rights of parents ""13 to ._ .
agreement where parents divorced, etc.
rules of equity to pre\-aH as to . _ .
sale, mortgage or lease of real estate or timber for..
Guardians
father and mother as joint
appointment by Surrogate Court .
consent of infant to _
where no parent or guardian or where infant docs not
consent . .
effect of letters of guardianship
security to be given by.... . .
removal of, by court .
resignation of . .
returns as to, W surrogate clerk .
acting for and management of real and personal estate of ward
Lease
court sanctioning surrender of .
renewal of .
to be as valid as if made by person of full age
order for execution by substitute.
consent of court as to assignment of
Maintenance and Education
order of court for, by father or out of estate ...
sale, mortgage or lease of real estate or timber for
application of proceeds of property for, where power of ap-
pointment in bvour of child . .
order for application of dividends for .
~Iarriage Settlement
power of infant to make, with sanction of court ....
355
1912
1917
1917
1377
1914
1912
1912
1912
1912
1915
HIl5
1914.
1912
1912
1912
1913
1912
1916
1916
1916
1916
1916
1917
1917
1917
1917
1913
1913
1913
1914
1914
1912
1913
1914.
1915
1915
356 INDEX.
INFANTS--Colltinued
Mortgage
order for execution of, by substitute..
Parents
right of access . .
to be joint guardians . .
agreements between, as to custody and education when di-
vorced or judicially separated .
Power of Appointment
application of proceeds of property subject to, for maintenance
and education . .
void when infant dies under age .
Real Estate
order of court for sale, mortgage, lease, etc
no sale, etc., contrary to wHl or conveyance .
order of exchange of non-productive for productive .
Religious Education
power of father as to, not. affected , .
Supreme Court
jurisdiction of, not affected .
Timber
order of court for sale of, for maintenance or education
INFANTS' HOMES
see Hospitals and Charitable Institutions .
Prisons and Public Charities Inspection .
INJUNCTION
Crown
not subject to
INJURED ANIMALS
Destrudion of when injured
powers of police constables, etc.
report of railway conductor ....
INNKEEPERS
,~.
1914
1912
1912
1912
1914
1916
1918
1913
1913
1917
1917
1913
4132
4146
914
8596
3596
2124
Bedrooms
notice as to limitation of liability of innkeeper to be posted
up in 2126
Boarding-House Keeper
See Innkeeper
Boarding·Stable Keeper
lien on horses or vehicles and right of aale
Guests
liability of innkeeper as to property of .
consequences of failure to take charge of goods of....
2126
2126
INDE..'\:.
INNKEEPERS-Continued
Innkeeper
what to be deemed . .
lien on baggage or property of guests . .
on horse or vehicle . .
limitation of liability for injury to goods or property .
Labourer
limitation of lien for wearing apparel of .
Liability
for loss or injury to propert~' of guests, limitation of ..
conditions may be imposed .
Lien
357
PAOli
2124
2124
2124
2125
2126
2125
2125
on baggage and property of guests 2124
sale, notice of 2124
application of proceeds of sale 2124
of livery or stable keeper 2124
sale of horses, etc., by public auction after notice 2124, 2125
application of proceeds of sale.................................................... 2125
limitation of in case of wearing apparel of servant or
labourer 2126
Limitation of Lien
as to wearing apparel of servant or labourer 2126,
Livery Stable Keeper
lien on horses, vehicles, etc., and right of sale 2124, 2125
Lodging-House Keeper
See Innkeeper
Notice
of sale of baggage and property of guests................................ 2124
of sale of horses, etc. 2125
to be posted up in rooms as to limitation of liability for goods
of guests 2126
Sale
right of innkeeper under lien 2124
right as to horses and vehicles 2124, 2125
Servants
limitation of lien for wearing appareL...................................... 2126
Wearing Apparel
limitation of lien in case of servants and labourers................ 2126
INQUESTS
Maternity Boarding Houses
provision for holding 3500, 3501
see Coroner's Inquests 1313
INSANE
Destitute
support of, by county 2886
Lunacy
declaration of, by court and appointment of committee, sec
Lunacy................. 1128
358 INDEX.
INSANE-Continued
Observation of
5ee Psychiatric Hospitals
Order of Protection
right of wife to
4086
1699
INSANE, HOSPITALS FOR
Account
duty of Public Trustee as to rendering . 4073
4014
4075
4075
4015
4075
4076
4076
4076
4076
4076
4077
400'
. .4063, 4064
4004
4064
4064
..... 4065
. 4065-4067
4069
4074
4075
4077
Admission
conditions of . .
authority for .
enquiry on application for ..
security for maintenance ....
destitute persons
voluntary patients ...
of dangerous lunatics .
prisoners in gaols or reformatories
of alcoholic habituates, voluntary.
on petition .
of drug habituates.
Alcoholic Habituates
voluntary patients .. . .
time of detention .
discharge _ .
petition for committal of . .
copy of, and of appointment to be served..
hearing before county judge ..
powers of judge .. .
committal.... . .
removal to hospital on warrant of inspector .
discharge .
costs of proceedings and mainten&.nce . .
4063
Apprehension
of alleged dangerous lunatic, warrant for 4065
without warrant 4066
on escape 4070
after temporary discharge 4070
Attendants
superintendent to hire and discharge .....
Attorney-General
consent of to sale, lease or mortgage by Public Trustee
Bursar
appointment and duties . .
enquiry as to estate of patient on admission
Certificate
of justice on enquiry after apprehension ..
on the examination in case of disagreement
4072
4063
4064
4067
4069
Clinical Records
transmission of to inspector in case of voluntary patient . 4065
INDEX. 359
INSANE, HOSPITALS FOR-Continued .
Com.mittee
Public Trustee to be statuto!"}' .
appointment of by Supreme Court ..
consent of, and notice to, Public Trustee ..
acts of Public Trustee as statutory committ~e not affected by
subsequent appointment ..
See Statutory Committee
Constable
apprehension of dangerously insane person without warrant by
PAOli
4071
4071
4072
4072
4066
4072
4076
4066
4063
4063
4068
4068
4066
4077
4067
4069
4070
4075
4073
4073
4077
4065
4066
4066
4066
4066
4066
4067
4066
4066
4067
4067
4067
4067
4067
Conveyances
power of committee to make .
Costs
of Public Trustee to be a lien on property .
registration of lien .
Dangerous Insane
apprehension of, under warrant _ ..
without warrant .
committal to. custody pending enquiry .
not to be to gaols, etc .
medical examiners, appointment of ..
examination of lunatic ..
disagreement of examiners .
enquiry by magistrate, information to be sought .
powers of justice .
adjournment .
certificate of justice ..
transmission of certificates and papers to inspector .
warrant for admission to hospital ..
expenses of enquiry, care of alleged lunatic, etc., how payable
right of county, city or town to recover from another cor-
poration ..
recovery from esta.te ..
Destitute Insane
examination and committal of 4064
payment of medical examiners 4064, 4065
Detention
of dangerous insane not to be in gaol, etc. .. .
of alcoholic or drug habituate pending removable to hospital
Discharge
by magistrate ,
by Lieutenant-Governor, inspector or superintendent .
in custody of friends .
of voluntary patients by superintendent ..
of alcoholic or drug habituate committed, by Inspector on re-
port of superintendent... ..
Discipline
responsibility of superintendent.. .
Disorderly Conduct
apprehension of insane person without warrant ..
Drug Habituate
application of provisions as to alcoholic habituates to ..
Employees
superintendent to hire and discharge .
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Enquiry
as to estate of patient, duty of superintendent and bursar .
on apprehension of alleged dangerous lunatic "..
Escape
apprehension and re-committal
4064
.066
4070
4083certificates for admission .
Estate
duty of superintendent and bursar as to enquiries on admission 4064
order for payment of maintenance by guardian or committee 4071
rights, powers and duties of Public Trustee as to, when ex-
officio committee ..4072-4074
Family History
to accompany medical
Father
includes stepfather . 4062
Fees
of medical examiners on enquiry by justice . 4067
Female Patients
protection of . 3634
Financial and Estate History
to accompany medical certificates for admission '063
on apprehension, ....
Gaob
insane persons not to be committed to..
History
enquiry by justice
. ,4066, (077
....................... ,.....4068, .(067
Hospital
meaning at ,
what vested in Crown
name of institution ... _,.
.(062
,(062
'062
Infant
liability of parents or estate tor maintenance ..
Inspector
meaning of .
superintendent and bursar to report to .
arranging for admission on certificate at justice .
report of judge to, on making order for admission and de-
tention , , .
direction of, for removal of alcoholic habituate to hospital ..
power to discharge drug Or alcoholic habituate committed..
4071
.062
4063
4067
4076
4076
4076
Judge
enquiry as to alleged insanity of prisoner .
order for payment of maintenance by parent, guardian or com-
mittee .. . .
jurisdiction of, on petition to commit habitual drunkard .
direction by, of service of petition and appointment.. .
hearing of evidence ..
powers of, at hearing .. _ .
order for admission and detention .
4069
4071
4075
4075
4076
4076
4078
INDEX.
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Justice of the Peace
warrant for apprehension of insane person................................ 4065
ordering into custody........................................................................ 4066
enquiring into question 4066, 4067
power to obtain evidence.... 4068
Leases
power of committee to make.......................................................... 4072
Lock·Up
insane persons or drug or alcoholic habituates not to be com-
mitted to : 4066, 4077
Maintenance
application of share of provincial tax on railways...................... 403
enquiry as to estate on admission of patient.............................. 4064
security for, to be given on admission.......................................... 4064
of person deported to Ontario... 4068
recovery of 4068
liability of parent or committee..................... 4071
demand to be made by Insp.ector quarterly.............................. 4071
order of judge on person liable......... 4071
liability of patient for.................................................................... 4071
recovery by Public Trustee 4071
of patient, powers and duties of Public Trustee as to .4073,4074
Married Woman
liability of husband for maintenance................................ 4071
Medical Certificates
required on admission 4063
contents of 4063, 4064
signature, 'witnesses 4064
effect of, as authority to detain............................. 4064
admission of destitute patient 4064
examination of dangerous lunatics.............................................. 4066
fees and expenses 4067
on enquiry by justice.................................... 4066
on examination of persons alleged to be insane............. 4067
l\ledical Examiners
appointment of for examination of alleged insane on appre-
hension . 4066
examination by......... 4066
certificate of 4067
disagreements, re-examination 4067
Minister
meaning of 4062
Mortgage
power to raise amount required for maintenance by.............. 4072
Mother
includes stepmother 4062
Municipal Corporations
payment for examination of destitute insane 4064, 4065
liability for expenses incurred on enquiry by justice................ 4067
on enquiry as to insane prisoners ·... 4069
right to recover back 4068
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.;,063
4068
.;,063
hire and discharge.
Nurses
superintendent to
training of
Officers
appointment of
Patient
not tl? vo~ at elections }. 140
meanmg of 4062
superintendent to direct and control treatment of.... 4063
admission of, on warrant or certificate 4.068
enquiry as to estate on admissiQJ\ 4064
voluntary patients ".. 4.065
apprehension and committal of dangerous lunatics... 4.066
discharge when admitted by warrant, 4069
removal to county or province of origin ....4069, 4070
escape, apprehension and re--eommittaL... 4070
temporary discharge on probation _... _._ .. .. ",_ .. _ 4070
return to hospital after temporary discharge.. 4070
maintenance of. enforcing payment.................................. 4071
powers and duties of Public Trustee when committee of 4072-4074
Payments Out of Court
in discharge of claims for
Prescribed Form
meaning of
maintenance .
4062
Prison
insane persons or drug or alcoholic habituates not to be com-
mitted to 4066, .1.077
Prisoners
removal on warrant of Lieutenant-Governor.. 4069
enquiry as to sanity by local judge 4069
insufficiency of warrant of committal not to affect warrant for
removal .1.069
.1.072
.. .1.071
4071-4074
Property
power of Public Trustee over.. .. ..
Public Trustee
recovery of cost of maintenance of patient ..
rights, powers and duties of as statutory committee
Reformatory
insane persons or drug or alcoholic habituates not to be com-
mitted to 4066, 4077
.1.062
4.063
(069
.........4146.4147
Regll-Iations
meaning of . .
duty of superintendent as to enforcing observance of
discharge of patient by superintendent under ..
Regulation and Inspeetion . .
Removal
of prisoners to hospitals,-warrant of Lieutenant-Governor 4069
of patient to country or province of origin .4069.4070
Report
annual of superintendent...... 4063
INDEX.
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Saskatchewan, Province of
appointment of administrator to be committee of Ontario prop-
erty of Saskatchewan patient 4077
powers of administrator in Ontario................................................ 4077
Security
for maintenance of patient............................................................ 4064
Statutory Committee
Public Trustee to be where no other appointment made.......... 4071
duties to cease on appointment by Supreme Court.................... 4071
acts of, not affected by subsequent appointment........................ 4072
service of process 4072
duties and powers....... 4072
leases, mortgages and sales................ 4072
consent of Attorney-General 4072
recitals as to patient prima facie evidence 4072
purposes for which powers of Public Trustee may be
exercised :.............. 4073
costs and charges of, a lien on property...................................... 4073
when disposition by patient to be void against............................ 4073
death of patient 4073
accounting by Public Trustee 4073
compensation of Public Trustee 4074
relief of Public Trustee on dischalge of patient........................ 4074
maintenance of patient, powers as to............................................ 4074
payment out of court for.............................................................. 4074
Summary Convictions
application of provisions in case of enquiry before justice... 4068
Superintendent
appointment .. 4063
duties generally 4063
enquiry as to estate of patient on admission............................ 4064
allowing patients to return on trial to friends.......................... 4070
powers of, concerning voluntary patients 4074,4075
Supreme Court
. appointment of committee by........................................................ 4071
Temporary Discharge
on warrant of superintendent :................................................ 4070
re-taking and re-eommittal 4070
Vacancy
notice of required before admission 4063
Voluntary Patients
admission without certificate ~............................... 4065
admission and retention of 4065
Warrant
admission on 4063
for apprehension of dangerous lunatic 4065
for admission of patient on certificate of justice 4067
for removal of patient to county or province of origin 4069,4070
for apprehension on escape............................................................ 4070
for return after temporary discharge 4070
Wife
liability of husband for maintenance.......................................... 4071
Witnesses
powers of justice of the peace on enquiry.................................... 4068
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INSOLVENCY
1'.1.01
Landlord and Tenant
preferential claim for rent,-cxtent of
rights of assignee, trustee, etc...
Member of Council
seat of rendered vacant by " .
1946
1945
2747
INSOLVENT DECEASED PERSONS
administration of estates of 1606
INSPECTION OF PRISONS AND PUBLIC CHARITIES
Actions
limitation of time for commencement of . 41"
. 4148·4160
41"
4146
4147
4149
4160
4160
4146
.............4146.4146
4146
.....4148, 4149
4160
4147
4147
. 4148-4160
Annual Report
of inspector, particulars to be included in .
Chafitable Institutions
See Hospitals
Court Bouse
provisions as to gao18, applicable to ".
Epileptics, Hospital for
duty of inspector as to visiting and inspecting
regulations as to .
report of inspector, what to contain .
Evidence
powers of inspector as to taking .
Gaols
to be visited and inspected at least once a year
regulations as to .
particulars in annual report .
provisions as to, applicable to court house .
Hospitals
duty of inspector as to visiting and inspecting..
report on inspection .
annual report upon ..
Hospital Treatment
provision for, when impossible in institution ..
expenses of, how paid .
4149
4145
4146
4146
4147
4147
4149
House of Refuge
admission of convalescent or senile insane persons to 4147.4148
Infants' Home
annual report on , .
Insane, Hospital for
duty of inspector as to visiting and inspectinr .
regulations as to .
removal of patient to house of refuge on order of :nspeetor .
report of inspector, what to contain ..
Inspector
meaning of ..
appointment and number of ..
INDEX. 365
4148
4146
4147
4149
INSPECTION OF PRISONS AND PUBLIC CHARITIES-Continued
PAOli
Inspector-Continued
defining duties of 4145
designation 4145
duties 4145.4146
powers as to inquiries into mana~ement. etc. .. .. 4146
visiting and inspecting hospitals for insane .. 4146
training schools for nurses. report upon 4147
public and private hospitals 4147
private sanitaria . 4147
removal of senile and convalescent patients to house of re-
fuge 4147
general annual report 4148-4150
assistants 4150
control of admission to institutions 4150
authority to transfer inmate of public institution to general
hospital for treatment 4150
Institutions
to be inspected 4145
Limitation
of actions or prosecutions for things done under Act 4150
Minister
meaning of 4145
Municipal Corporations
regulations as to gaols. by................................................................ 4146
Nurses' Training Schools
regulations as to in hospitals for insane 4147
report of inspector upon 4147
Ontario Hospitals
duty of inspector as to visiting and inspecting .
regulations as to .
report of inspector. what to contain ..
Orphanage
what to be included in annual report 4149.4150
Parole
returns as to. in annual report .
Prison
to be visited and inspected at least once a year 4145
particulars to be contained in annual report on 4148,4149
Prisoners
regulations as to treatment of. in gaols 4146
statistics as to. in annual report 4148, 4149
Private Hospitals
See Hospitals
p'rosecutions
limitation of time for commencement of 4150
Reformatory
See Prison
Refuges
to be visited and inspected at least once a year............................ 4145
what particulars to be included in annual report 4149,4150
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Regulations
meaning of .
continued and confirmed
as to gaols .
.1146
4146
4.146
Report
to be made on each place of confinement visited U46
on training schools for nurses in hospitals for insane...... 4147
upon refusal of admission to inspector .1147
to be made on every inspection .. 4148
annual, particulars to be contained in 4148-<1160
of officers of institutions, to be included in annual report of
inspector ...... ....4148-4160
Sanitaria for Mental Diseases
inspection and report upon .
suspension or revocatiol1 of license
annual report .
-4147
................... ..•.......... 4147
..................... _ 4149. (160
Statistics
what to be included in annual report ................................4148-4.150
Superintendents
copy of report on inspe~tion to be sent to
INSPECTOR OF LEGAL OFFICES
see Public Officers ...
INSTITUTE OF CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
see Chartered Accountants .
INSTRUMENTS
deposit of, in registry office for safe keeping ....
INSURANCE
Accident Insurance
meaning of .
license for .. .
benefits, in life policy, valuation of .
what rights may be insured against . .
effect of delivery of policy or receipt for premium .
ri~ht of insurer in respe~t of unpaid premium .
effect where note or cheque for premium not paid
what "accident" includes .
statutory conditions . .
omission of certain conditions in special cases ..
ticket policies .
combination accident, sickness and life policy .
blanket policy .
variations in conditions ..
effect of variations ..
usc of red ink .
relief from forfeiture ,.." .."" , " ".
(148
294
2096
1~92
2280
2294
2314
2358
2369
2369
2369
2369
2369
2362
2363
2363
2363
2363
2363
2364
~~~
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Accounts
order of Master as to, on administration of deposit.................... 2309
passing of, before Master on administrl!-t~on of. deposit ......:..... 2309
of superintendent. statement oi, on adml!1l~tratl~>n of deposl~.... 2309
final passing of, before Master, on admmlstratlOn of deposIt.. 2310
Action
See Claims
Consolidation of Actions
Limitation of Action
by or against superintendent 2287
prohibition against, unless sixty days after proof of loss............ 2320
for insurance money.... 2320
upon premium notes, venue .. 2332
(Auto Insurance) prohibition of, before award of appraisers 2358
respecting reciprocal or inter-insurance contract, maintenance
of, in Ontario 2381
costs where insurer conducts defence of 2318
Actuary
meaning of 2366
annual valuation of fraternal societies by.................................... 2373
declaration of, that society is in position to meet its obligations 2373
effect where society unable to furnish declaration 2375. 2376
certificate of approval of, to be filed with superintendent be-
fore new benefits are put into effect........ 2378
Adjuster
See Adjuster's Licenses
Partnership Agency Licenses
Corporation Agency Licenses
meaning of 2280
prohibition against acting as, without authority.......................... 2393
Adjusters' Licenses
issue of, revocation and suspension of....... 2391
penalty for persons acting as adjusters without.. :... 2392
appeal from decision of superintendent....... 2394
issue of limited or conditionaL......................... 2394
Administration
See Administration of Deposit
Administration of Deposit
deposit security for certain contracts only 2304, 2305
who may make application for........................................................ 2305
when order for, may be made............................................................ 2305
relation of, to winding-up proceedings............................................ 2305
vesting and disposition of securities on 2305
duty of superintendent to take charge of................. 2306
publication of notice of order for........... 2306
filing statement of outstanding contracts of insurer on. 2306
access to books and records of insurer on........................................ 2306
disposition of claims accruing within thirty days of.................... 2307
counsel for claimants on.................................................................. 2307
requirements of claimants to prove claims on............................ 2307
order of superintendent on, allowing or disallowing claims.... 2307
who not entitled to share in proceeds of........................................ 2307
preparation of schedule of claimants by superintendent on........ 2308
appeal from order of superintendent on............................ 2308
notice of dispute on.... 2308
rate of dividend on.... 2309
distribution of proceeds on, by superintendent 2309, 2310
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Administration of Deposit-Continued
statement of accounts on...... . .
reinsurance of outstanding risks by 8uperintendent.. .
retention by su~erintendent of reserve for disputed or con-
tingent claIms on .
passing of accounts of superintendent on . .
discharge of superintendent, subsequent to....... . .
balance of claims on .
Advertisement
of financial condition of insurer differing from annual state·
ment, prohibited .
representing financial standing of insurer as guaranteed by
Government, prohibited.... . ..
Advisory Board
to report on complaint against agent...
Ag.
2309
2309
2309
2309
2310
2310
2312
2312
2387
understatement or overstatement
Agency
See Underwriters Agency
chief, meaning of .
.............................2336, 2337
2281
2280
2339
2391
2391
2891
2398
2393
2321
Agent
See PART XIV, AGENTS, BROKERS and ADJUSTERS........2385-2394
Corporation Agency Licenses
Agents' Licenses
Partnership Agency Licenses
meaning of ..
(Life Insuranee) of insurer not to be agent of insured .
to be d~emed agent of insurer for purpose of receiving pre-
mium ..
personal liability of, for unlawful contracts .
fraudulent representations by, an offence ..
prohibition against actin~ as, without authority .
deemed to hold premium In trust for insurer ..
Resident, approval of contract by .
Agents' Licenses
classification of ,................ . .
notice of appointment.... . ..
limitations of . .
notice of termination of agency ..
revocation of . .
advisory board to report on complaint , , , .
decision of superintendent after hearing, final, and not subject
to appeal , , .
term and renewal of..... .. .
authority of holder ..
when not required ..
penalty for failure to hold
Agricultural Property
meaning of
238.
2386
.386
.386
2386
'387
.387
.387
2387
2387
2838
2321
Amalgamation
See PART XVI-AMALGAMATION, TRANSFER AND RE-
INSURANCE 2897
INDEX.
INSURANCE-Continued
Annual Report
duty of superintendent to prepare ..
authority of superintendent as to appraisement of assets ..
of premium income and losses ..
Annual Statement
of condition of affairs of insurer .
correction of, by superintendent, for annual report .
advertisement contrary to financial condition therein shown,
prohibited .
Appeal
meaning of ..
from decision of superintendent .
from order of superintendent on administration of deposit ..
from decision of superintendent as to issue of broker's or ad-justers' licenses .
369
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2291
2291
2311
2311
2291
2312
2280
2288
2308
2394
2291
2291
2281
2317
2318
2317
2338
2351
Application
due, meaning of ..
of insured, what regard to be given to ..
tOpy of, to be furnished to insllred on request .
contract not invalidated' by erroneous statement in, unless
material .
(Life Insurance) right of insured to copy of : .
(Auto Insurance) written .
Appraisal
of loss or damage to automobile 2354,2355
Appraisement
of real estate owned by insurer .
of other investments .
Arbitration
respecting loss under fire insurance policy 2326, 2327
Assessments
See Premium Note
when premium note residue subject to 2329, 2330
penalty for default in paying.................. 2330
requirements as to notice......................... 2330
retention of, out of insurance money.............................................. 2331
Attorney
meaning of, in Part XIII..... 2380
of reciprocal exchange, prohibition against acting until license
granted . . 2384
Automobile
meaning of 2280
insurance of, under fire policy...................................................... 2322
application provisions, Part IV to insurance of.. 2322
Automobile Insurance
meaning of 2280
term of contract.................................................................................. 2351
renewal of contract 2351
application to be in writing...................................................... 2351
contents of 2351
copy of !............................................. 2352
contents of policy................................................................................ 2352
limitation of risk............................................................. 2352
statutory conditions, See Automobile Statutory Conditions.... 2353
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2281
2294
Automobile Insurance-Continued
variations in conditions .. _................... .. 2357
to be just and reasor.able. 2367
extension of cover not a variation 2357
use of red ink..... 2357
relief from forfeiture... 2357
partial payment of loss clause 2357, 2358
rights of insured not prejudiced by act or omission of insurer 2358
coverage under fire policy............................................ 2358
prohibition of action before award of appraisers.... 2358
Beneficiaries
~:~~i~f. t·~··~;~·i~·~··insu~~~~~·~;,·~~·y·i~··~~·~·~~e::::::: ::::::::::::::: ~i~~
(Part V), meaning of 2333
power of insured to deal with contract. 2341
declaration by will 2341, 2342
when beneficiaries share equally...................................................... 2M2
death of ordinary beneficiary before maturity of contract........ 2342
trust in favour of preferred 2342
meaning of "wife" and "children" 2343
disposal of share of deceased preferred ~....... 2343
divorce. 2344
Benefits
sick and funeral, meaning of 2285
accident and sickness, v21uation of, in connection with life
insurance 2314
Boiler Insurance
sec Steam Boiler Insurance
Bond Insurance
meaning of
license for
Books
See Record
Broker
See Corporation Agency Licenses
Partnership Agency Licenses
Brokers' Licenses
meaning of ._ ... _. .....
to be deemed agent of insurer for purpose of receiving pre·
mium _. .._.............. . .
fraudulent representations by, an offence
personal liability of, for unlawful contracts.......
prohibition against acting as, without authority
deemed to hold premium in trust for insurer..
Brokers' Licenses
for business with license<! insurers .
for business with unlicensed insurers .
appeal from decision of superintendent on application lor......
Burglary Insurance
meaning of
license for
2281
2391
2391
2391
2393
2393
2388
238.
2394
2281
2294
By-Laws
of fraternal society. requirements as to filing, etc............ 2370
of rating bureaus, to Qe tiled with superintendent ,........ . 2894
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Canada
See Dominion
INDEX. 371
P..O.
2283
2298
2298
2300
2356
2329
2330
2330
2331
Cancellation
of license, publication of notice of .
by Lieutenant-Governor in Council .
on failure to make further deposit .
(Auto Insurance) of policy ..
Capital Stock
requirement as to, for joint stock insurance companies 2294, 2295
Carrying on Business
meaning of 2292,2293
Cash· lutual
corporation, meaning of.................................................................... 2281
may be licensed............... 2294
. re9uireme~ts on application for license................ 2295
Insurer, executIon agamst.. 2333
right of, to insure upon cash plan.......................................... 2332
when deposit must be increased 2332, 2333
what funds liable for losses....................................................... 2333
Cash Payment
minimum, on premium notes .
penalty for default in making .
requirements as to notice ..
retention of, out of insurance money ..
Cash Plan
insurance on the, meaning of ..
Cash Surplus
meaning of, in section 106................ 2329
Certificate
of filing of documents........................................................................ 2288
Chief Agency
meaning of 2281
Children
(Life Insurance), meaning oi............................................................ 2343
Claims
See Claimants
notice of disputed, to be given superintendent 2297
non-payment of undisputed, ground for administration of
deposit 2305
filing of, on administration of deposit.............................................. 2306
ranking of, on administration of deposit........................................ 2306
accruing within 30 days of administration order........................ 2307
disallowance of, on failure to attend and prove, on administra-
tion of deposit............................................................................ 2307
hearing of disputed, by superintendent........ 2308
Claimants
requirement as to proof by, on administration of deposit........ 2307
schedule of, to be prepared, on administration of deposit.......... 2308
right of, to rank on general estate of insurer for unpaid bal·
ance of claim after administration of deposit.. 2310
right of, against insurer where execution against insured re-
turned unsatisfied....... 2318
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2281
Co·lnsurance
clause in fire policies, authorized.. 2S!7
Conlpany
joint stock insurance
may be licensed.. 2298
requirements as to capital stock...... . 2294, 2295
Consolidation of Actions
authority of court as to 2319
Contract
See PART III-INSURANCE CONTRACTS IN ONTARIO.... 2817
of life insurance, See PART V-LIFE INSURANCE.................. 2833
meaning of 2281
right of superintendent to full inforplation as to any.................. 2289
list of outstanding, to be filed on application for return of
deposit 2301
when deemed made in Ontario.......................................................... 2317
terms. etc.• of. invalid unless set out in full.. 2317
prohibition against. inconsistent with Act.... 2818
applied to fire insurance, meaning of 2821
(Life Insurance) meaning of.................................................... 2838
to be evidenced by policy ,................ 2335
when deemed to be made in Ontario........ 2835
terms of invalid unless set out in fulL.... 2836
subsequent alterations 2836
contract of fraternal society...................................................... 2836
when deemed to be completed.................................................. 2337
(Auto Insurance) term of...................................... 2351
of reciprocal or inter-insumnce, execution of... 2881
Corporation A,:,cncy Licenses
authority for issuc of ,........ 2392
Costs
(Life Insurance) when court may order payment of. out of in-
surance money , ,....... 2350
where insurer conducts defence ,................................... 2818
Credit Insurance
meaning of
Death
obtaining declaration of presumption of . 2M7
2297
229.
2S00
2833
. 2341.2342
Declaration
(Part V), meaning of .
by will, effect of
Deposit
See Administration of Deposit
suspension or cancellation of license on failure to keep unim-
paired .
when required. and of what amount .
valuation of securities offered for .
further, if market value of securities deposited declines be-
low market value................ . , 2800
suspension or cancellation of license on failure to make...... 2300
voluntary, in excess of prescribed amount 2300
right of insurer to interest OD..... 2300
excess, withdrawal of. , , , ,...... . 2800, 2301
return of. on ceasing to do business.. 2301
INSURANCE-Continued
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P~OJ:
2344
2286
2395
2395
2396
Deposit-Continued
return of, retention of part on............................................... 2301
transfer of, on purchase of reinsurance....... 2304
centralized or reciprocal 2301,2302
may be required of reciprocal exchanges.......................... 2382
Deputy Superintendent
appointment and duties of ..
Discrimination
in rates ..
authority of superintendent to inquire into .
prohibition against removal of, by increasing rates ..
Divorce
(Life Insurance) provisions respecting ..
Documents
list of, to be filed on application for license.................................. 2296
Dominion
of Canada, licensee of
not prohibited from undertaking both fire and life in-
surance 2295
effect of suspension or cancellation of license by.................. 2298
licensees of, application of sections 38 to 68.......................... 2299
insurer licensed by, may withdraw depl)sit.......................... 2300
licensees of, morlifiecl annual statement for................ ......... 2311
Employees Benefit Societies
See Pension Fund Society
Endowment Insurance
meaning of 2282
undertaking of, by fraternal societies.............................................. 2378
Evidence
taking of, by superintendent........................... 2286
of filing of documents.......... 2288
license 2288
superintendent's cert.ificate as to............ 2288
proceedir.gs before superintendent, stenographic report of.... 2288
Exchange
Se~ Reciproc~ls . .
recIprocal or mter-msurance, meamng of. 2282
Execution
against insured, returned unsatisfied, right of claimant against
insurer where 2318
issue of, against mutual or cash-mutual insurer............................ 2333
when order may be made fOl' issue............................. 2333
Explosion Insuranc~
iic~~~i~1o~f.. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~~
fire statutory condition respecting 2323, 2324
Fees
payable to Department.............................. 2316
schedule of 2400-2402
Fiat
necessity of, in proceedings a~ainst superintf'ndent.................. 2287
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Fidelity Insurance
meaning of .
see Guarantee
Fire Insurance
license for ...
what rights may be insured against .
loss from defects or injuries to fire appliances..
statutory conditions re _ .
contents of policy of..................... . , ..
term of policy of..... . .
relit;!f from forfeiture under contracts of ..
use of red ink in policies of.. .
certain agreements (variations) authorized..
co-insurance clause in policies of, authorized .
pRrtial pa)'ment of loss clause in policies of, 8uthori:ted ....
policy of, coverage of automobile under .
Foreign Jurisdiction..
meaning of ..
(Part V). meaning of..
Forfeiture
relief from, under fire policy .
(Auto Insurance) relief from .
Forgery Insurance
meaning of .
license for .
PAOli
2282
2294
2322
2322
2323
2323
2322
2328
2328
2328
2327
2327
2368
2282
,.34
2328
2357
2282
2294
2375
2376
2376
Forms
of license, determination by Minister.............................................. 2297
policy to be filed with superintendent on application for license 2296
for proof of loss, duty of insurer to furnish.................................. 2319
of contract of fire insurance 2323
Fraternal Society
meaning of 2282
governing executive authority, meaning of 2282
insurance fund of, meanirig of...................... 2283
lodge of, meaning of. 2284
may be licensed 2293, 2294
power of, as to holding land.............................................................. 2313
(Part V), meaning of........................................ 2334
what societies required to be licel1sed 2366• .::307
prohibition against liceming certain............ 2367
what societies not deemed to be.. .. 2368
authority to deal with central body of............................................ 2369
by.laws and rules of, to be filed with superintendent.................... 2370
by-laws and rules as filed to be binding on society...................... 2370
rules deliverable on demand....... 2371
substitution of instalments for gross payments............................ 2371
limitation of member's liability in............. 2372
withdrawal of members of................................... 2372
forfeiture of benefits in................ 2372
how notice may be given to members of............ 23'3
requirement as to filing actuarial nport........................................ 2373
report to Minister when assets of society insufficient.............. 2374
authority of Minister to request society to increase rates.......... 2374
effect of default of society in complying with request of
Itfinister ..
appointment of readjustment committee ..
annual valuation of actuary .
INDEX.
INSURANCE-Continued
Fraternal Societ)'-Continucd
lit!! ins?rance of children ; : .
epIdemIc or unforeseen contmgency , .
authority of executive of society to make additional levies for
~~~:£E~~f~F~:1i:~·;~~:~~~:-::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
surrender values and other equities .
report by superintendent where reinsurance advisable .
members of, not required to be licensed as agents .
Fraud
tA~:: l::~;:~~:)p~~~.~~.~.~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Guarantee Insurance
meaning of , , .
license for ,
fund, requirements as to, for reciprocal or inter-insurance ex-
changes , .
insurance, by fraternal societies .
Hail Insurance
meaning of , : .
license for .
Head Office
meaning of , .
of licensed insurer, outside of Ontario ..
Heirs
. (Life .Insurance), meaning of ..
Incontestability
(Life Insurance) after two years ..
Incorporation
expenses of, statement to be furnished on application for
license , ,.: .
Infants
See Consolidation of Actions
Minor
Ink
See Red Ink
375
2376
2377
2377
2378
2378
2378
2378
2387
2326
2366
2282
2294
2383
2369
2282
2294
2283
2290
2339
2336
2296
Inland Marine Insurance
meaning of 2283
license for 2294
Inland Transportation Insurance
meaning of ,. 2288
license for 2294
Inquiry
into contracts or tinancial affairs of an:y insurer by super-
intendent 2289
Inspection
of department books and records...................................................... 2287
annual, of all licensed insurers 2289, 2290
of schedules of claimants on administration of deposit 2308
D-19
:l7(;
INSURANCE-Continued
Instrument in Writing
(Part V), meaning of.
Insurahle Interest
1NTH':".
PA(I.
2334
2339
Insurance
contracts of, See Contracts
meaning of, "............................ 2283
carryinl( on business, meaning of 2292
undertaking, meaning of , ,.......... 2292
unlicensed, prohibition of , , ,..... 1!293
classes of, which may be licensed ,.,.......... 2294
with unlicensed insurers, when permitted , ,..... 2315
authority for, where loss caused by insured through negligence 2318
(Part V), meaning of ,................. 2334
Insurance Fund
meaning of
Insurance Mone)'
(Part V), meaning of.
.... , , , , .. 2283
2334
Insurance on the Cash-Plan
meaning of ,. 2283
Insured
meaning of . ,....................... 2283
what regard to be given to application of... 2317
right of, to copy of application on request.... 2318
where imperfect compliance with Act 2318
(Part V), meaning oi.. 2334
Insurer
See Underwriters' Agency
meaning of...... 2283
in sections 38 to 68 ,.... 2299
Part V 2334
licensed, meaning of ., ,......................... 2283
right of, to be licensed, to be determined by superintendent. 2288
books, etc., of, right of superintendent to access to, "............ 2289
duty of officers and agents of, to furnish information to super-
intendent ,.................. .. ' 2289
to make prompt answer to inquiry superintendent. 2289
annual inspection of, by superintendent.. . 2289
contracts or financial affairs of, inquiry into, by superintendent 2289
head office of, outside of Ontario.... 2290
service of notice or process on superintendent, 2290
duty to facilitate inspection of superintendent.. . 2290
right of officers of, to actual expenses of attendance 2290
abstract of books of , ,." 2290
valuation of assets or liabilities of.. 229Q
costs of examination.. . 2290
duty of, to file notice of :;lost office address with superintendent 2290
necessity of, being licensed........ . 2293
classes of, which may be licensed.. .. 2294
prohibition against undertaking both fire and life insurance.... 2295
when entitled to license 2297
on administration of deposit of, to file statement of outstand-
ing contracts . 2306
liAbility of, to claimant where execution against insured re-
turned unsatisfied, 2318
right of, to unpaid premium 2819
duty of, to furnish forms for proof of loss.. 2319
J~m:x. 377
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2282
In. urer-Continued
prohibition against paying cOlllppnsation to unlicensed person.2393, 2:}94
required to make return to superintendent showing its agents
in Ontario , 2394
Inter-Insurance
See Reciprocal
Reciprocal or, meaning of , .
Investments
authorized, for insurers, See Part XV, The Ontario Companies
Act, only permissible, to show as assets in annual report
authorized, for surplus and reserve fund~ of reciprocal or in-
ter-insurance exchanges , .
2291
2384
Judge
(Part V), meaning of
Judgment
undisputed claim, withdrawal of license for non-payment of..
failure to pay disputed claim after final ground for administra-
tion of deposit ,., . .. .
2334
2297
2305
Jurisdiction
foreign, meaning of.. .. 2282
2332
2300
2297
2297
2297
2298
2297
2297
2297
Land
See Real Estate
premium note not lien upon .
License
See Brokers' Licenses
Adjusters' Licenses
Partnership Agency Licenses
Corporations' Agency License
Agents' Licenses
publication of notice of suspension, cancellation or revivol' of.. 2287, 2288
register , , 2287
right of insurer, to determination by superintendent.................. 2288
certificate of superintendent as to 2288
when required 2293
effect of , ' '.. ,'., , ,. 2294
for new classes of insurance............. .. .. . .. 2294
limited or conditional, may be issued, . .. 2294
restrictions on granting ,....................................... .. ..2294, 2295
application of foreign insurer for.............. . 2295
for both fire and life insurance, prohibited 2295
publication of notice of, on application for , , 2296
documents to be filed on application for.. 2296
information as to expenses of organization, condition of............ 2296
evidence of compliance with this Act and The Companies Act,
condition of ..
when insurer entitled to , .. ..
suspension or cancellation of, on failure to keep deposit unim-
paired , , , , .
form and term of............... . .. .. .
withdrawal of, for non-payment of undisput,ed claim judgment
revival of, subsequent to withdrawal for non-payment of undis-
puted claim judgment... ..
limited or conditional, may be issued.. ., ..
revival of, upon insurer making good deposit or deficiency of
asset!' .. . 2298, 2299
suspension or cancellation of, on failure to make further de-
posit .
378
INSURANCE-Continued
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License--Continued
cancellation of, ground for administration of deposit"
suspension of, by Lieutenant·Governor in Council
for reciprocal or inter-insurance exchange .
of reciprocal exchange, suspension and revocation of
2305
2316
2382
2384
Licensed Insurer
meaning of ".................. 2283
annual publication of list of....... . 2287.22.88
inspection of, by superintendent.. 2289
License Register
information to appear in . 2287
LiCe Insurance
See Part V 2333·2350
meaning of ,.. 22:83
license for.... 2294
valuation of contracts of. .. . 2313, 2U4
contract of, when deemed to be made in Ontario.... 2135
policy to evidence contract of . _.. 2336 _
contents of policy of _................. 2336
terms of, contract of, invalid unless set out in full.. 2336
misrepresentation of material facts...................................... 2S36
contracts not void unless fact misrepresented is material 2386
incontestability after two yeau _ 2336
age understated or overstated 2337
when contract deemed to be corr.pleted.. 2337
payment of premium by cheque or note...... 2338
thirty days' grace for pa~"fllent of premiums .. ..... 2S88
right of insured to copy of application... 2338
meaning of ''heirs,'' "legal heirs," etc.................. 2389
agent, etc., of insurer not to be agent of insured 2339
insurable interest. 2339
policies on lives of minonl "...... 2340
beneficiaries ... _2341·2347
proof of claim and payment 2347
limitation of actions_........................................ 2348
appointment of trustees :.... 2349
payment of shares of infants, lunatics, etc. 2349
right of insurer to obtain order for payment into court... 2360
Lightning
fire statutory conditions respecting..
Limitation of Action
under fire policy .
life policy .
under accident and sicknus policy....
Live Stock
insurance, license for.
.. ., . 2324
2327
2348
2382
229'
Live Stock Insurance
meaning of .
application of fire insurance prO\'isions
term of contract .
renewal of policies..... .......
limitation of amount of premium note in
property which may be insured .
228.
2364
2364
2364
2365
2364
379
PAn
2294
2349
2295
2299
INSURANCE--Continued
Lloyds
licensing of underwriters operating on plan known as .
underwriters operating on plan known as. requirements on ap.-
plication for license .
provisions of sections 38 to 68 not to apply to ..
Lodge
meaning of .
Lo!l8
See Proof of Loss
when payable. under fire policy........................... 2327
(Fire Insurance) clause. partial payment of, authorized 2327,2328
(Auto Insurance) clause. partial payment of, autborized 2357.2358
Lunatics
(Life Insurance) payment of shares of ..
brine Insurance
inland. meaning of 2283
ocean. meaning of 2284
2289
2284
2336
2362
2353
2340
2340
2349
2317
2318
2336
2358
Material
See Materiality
change, fire statutory condition respecting 2324. 2325
Materiality
of statement, in application of insured ..
how decided .
(Life Insurance) of misrepresentations of insured ..
(Auto Insurance) of facts stated in application ..
Minister .
meaning of ..
authority of. to instruct superintendent to visit bead office of
insurer outside of Ontario , ..
Minor
power of. to insure own life ..
Bums insurable on age less than ten ..
(Life Insurance) payment 0:£ shares of ..
Misrepresentation
(Life Insurance) effect of ..
(Auto Insu;ance) ~oti~e on all applications ..
m apphcatIon .
Mortgagee
prohibition against, receiving commission on contl'act of
insurance 2320
right of, to notices respecting assessments and cash payments 2330
Mutaal
insurance corporations. may be licensed 2293.2294
requirements on application for license.. 2295
insurer. execution against ~... 2333
fire insurance corporation. members of. not required to hold
age»t's license 2387,2388
Mutual Benefit Societ1
meaning of 2284
may be licensed 2293.2294
what societies require to be licensed..................... 2379
1~])EX,
INSURANCE-Continued
Mutual Corporation
meaning of
Mutual Insurance
meaninK of
Negligence
legality of insurance where loss e~used by insured through
2284
2284
2318
Note
premium, meaning of
See Premium Note
2285
2288
2290
2296
2297
2298
2306
2306
2308
2308
2308
2330
2361
... 2385,2386
Notice
'of decision of superintendent upon application for license,
service of, upon superintendent, where head office of insurer
outside of Ontario
Ilublication of, on application for license "., , .
. of disputed claim, to be given the superintendent .
of suspension or cancellation of license .
publication of, of order for administration or deposit.
to claimants to Inove claims on administration of deposit.
of filing of schedule of claimants on administration of deposit
dispute after filing of schedules on administration of deposit
appeal from order of superintendent on administration of
deposit .
requirements as to, und<.'l' premium note '
of claim (Ace, & Sick. Insurance)
appointment by insurer of agent " .
Oath
administration of, by sUllerintendent
Ocean Jlarine Insurance
meaning of
license for
2287
2284
"'"Officer
mean inK of
Old Age Insurance
provisions as to
2284
2378
Order
for administration of deposit.
publication of notice of .
who may make ... ....... ..... .. .
of superintendent, allowing or disallowing claim on adminis-
tration of deposit ._.. .. _ .
superintendent on administration of deposit, appeal from ..
Master us to accounts and rate of dividend on administration
of deposit ...
Master, directing disposal of balance of dep05it, on adminis-
tration .. .. ..
Master, dischnrginK superintendent, subsequent to admini5-
tration of deposit " .
2305
2306
2305
2207
2308
230!}
2310
2310
Partnershill Agenc)' Licenses
authority for issue ot.... .. ..
notice of termination of partnership to be given superintendent
Pafnlcnt int" Court
(Life Insurance) when insurer may obtain order for..
2392
2392
235<>
INSURANCE-Continued
P~nalties
s:-eneral. for act or omission prohibited or required
suspension of license ....
burden of proof of Hcer.se
Pension Fund and Employees' Benefit Societie"
not deemed fraternal societies
"Ael
2315
231&
231&
2368
2334
2284
2380
2380
2387,2388
Person
(Part V) meaning of
Pension Fund Association
meaning of ..
application of provisions to
valuation, filing of , ' .. ,. . .
members solicitin,; membership
Plate Glass
insurance, meaning of 228~
license for 2294
Polic)'
meaning of 228~
effect of delivery of 2319
of fire insurance, contents Qf. 2323
(Life Insurance) to evidence contl·act 233~
(Life Insurance) content;; Qf 233~
pa)'ment of. when less than $1,000 233~
(Life Insurance) on life of minor................ 2340
(Auto Insurance) CQntents of ..... 2352
(Ace. & Sick. Insurance) special pro\'isions ticket, authorized 2363
combination accident. sickness and life. authorized 2363
blanket, authorited 2363
Power Commission
agreements fOl' insurance of employees of municipal com mis-
siQns 753
Premium
meaninJl' of .... ..
income and losses. record of
unearned, to be shown as a liability in annual statement
receipt for. effect of deliver)" of
unpaid, right of insurer to ....
where a note or cheque for. not paid
excess. repayment of, under fire polic)'
(Part V) meaning of
(Life Insurance) payment of, by cheque or note
(Ace. &. Sick. Insurance) receipt for. effect of
F'remium Xote
meaning of
when insurer may accept
form of .
minimum rates to be charged by way of
when subject to assessment
liability of insured ..... ,.
evidence of amount due insurer
return of. on termination of insurance
not to create lien on land ......
amount of. in H'·e stock insurance,
fixed payments in weather insurance policies
2285
2310
2311
2319
2319
2319
2325
2334
2338
2359
2285
2328
2328
2329
2329.2330
2330
2330
2331
2332
2365
2365.2366
382 INDU.
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Process
service of, upon superintendent , 229D
in resped of contract of reciprocal or inter-
insurance . 2382,2383
Proof of Claim
(Life Insurance)
requirements as to 2347
application to court for declaration as to sufficiency of
proofs . "" .' .. n_ "..... 2347
obtaining declaration of presumption of death. 2347
in accident or sickness insurance "" ,.. "........ 2361
Proof of Loss
forms for, to be furnished by insurer 2319
fire statutory condition respecting 2326
(Auto Insurance) 2354,2355
2319
2306
2890
2808
2310
2287
2287
2287
2285
2:<:94
2822
2821
............................ 2291
................... . 2312, 23]3
Property Insurance
meaning of
license for .
applied to fire insurance, meaning of
agricultural, meaning of .
Rates
of fraternal societies, readjustment of 2374·2376
return of.. 2896
changes in 2395
penalty for deviation from........ 2395
prohibition against discrimination in... 2395
authority of superintendent to issue order prohibiting any.... 2396
notice of order........................................................................ 2396
appeal from........... 2396
inquiry into, by superintendent.......................... 2396
report of result of, in annual 1cport ..... 2396
Rating Bureau
~~~i~~f ~~,fi~~ c~~~d~~~~':l;y:i~:;'~;'~k'''::;'ith' ~;..;p~·~i~t~~~i'~~'t:2394. ~~~~
prohibition against fixing riiscriminatory rates................. 2395
required to file schedules with superintendent on request 2395
time limit for filing.. .. " 2396
not to remove discrimination by increasing rates 2396
right of superintendent to access to books of.. 2396
Real Estate
appraisement of, by superintendent
power of insurers as to holding
Receipt
See Renewal Receipt
for premium, effect of delh'ery of".
Record
department, inspection of .
of securities deposited by insurers .
duty of superintendent to keep................. .. .
of insurers, to be accessible to superintendent on administra·
tion of deposit .
on appeal from order of superintendent on administration of
del?osit .
of premIum income and losses to be kept by insurers... .. ..
required to be kept by brokers licensed for business with un-
licensed insurers " ..
INSURANCE-Continued
INDEJ:. 383
r"GI
2385
Reciprocal
See Part XlII, Reciprocal or Inter-Insurance Exchanges 2880-2386
or inter-insurance, meaning of.. 2282
exchange, may be licensed.... 2294
requirements on application for license.................. 2296
authority for exchange of reciprocal contracts of insurance 2381
subscriber not to be deemed an insurer 2381
execution of recillrocal contracts.......... 2381
who may maintam action in contract.. 2381
declaration by members of exchanges.. .. 2381
form of Iicense_ _......... 238%
deposit 238%
evidence requ~ before issue of license 238%
service of process _....... . _ 2382
statement of mmmum indemnity 2383
amount of reserve. _.. 2883
guarantee fund.......... 2383
use of funds supplied to make up deficiency... 2383
meaning of "approved secutities"..................... 2384-
investment of surplus funds and reserve........ 28Sf,
contracts to be on behalf of subscribers only 2as..
reinsurance ._._. 2384
prohibition against attorney acting before license granted 2384
suspension or revocation of license.......................................... 2384
annual tax .. 2385
authority to effect fire insurance in unlicensed exchanges out-
side of Ontario .
Red Ink
use of. in fire policies .
antomobile policies .
accident and sickness policies...
Registet:
license
Regulations
meaning of . .
authority of Lieutenant-Governor in Council to make_
2328
2357
23"
2287
"8538"
2399
Reinsurance
See PART XVI, Al(talgamation. Transfer and Reinsurance ...2397·2400
with unlicensed insurer. not prohibited 2293
~~~~::rr:~~S~~tt i~nlieu··ci·ci"a·i~;j;··on··a~ini;jt~~tic~ ..of ..d~·~ 2304
posit _... 2S09
by insurers carrying on business on premium note plan.. 2331
general agreement for .. 2331
when compulsory 2331
penalty for failure 2332
prohibited, between reeiprocal or inter·insurance exchanges 2884
meaning of, in Part XVI. 2397
agreement for
appro,:"al of! .by Lieutenant-Governor in Council.. 2397
~t~e ~o~:~toid~~i··~~·d··poiieyboi"den::·· .... ·~ .. ·· ......2397. ~~~
may include provision for retiring allowance for officers of
fraternal society 2398
documents to be filed with superintendent........... ... " 2398,2399
day of hearing 2399
recommendation of superintendent 2399
prohibited where assets of combined or continuing insurer
will be impaired .
384 INDEX.
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Renewal Receipt
contents of _ __ 2317
Report
See Annual Report
of superintendent upon annual inspection
annual, of superintendent
228'
2291
Rescn'c
for life insurers, See Life Insurance
for disputed or contingent daims, on administration of deposit 2309
amount of, for recipl"Ocal or intu-insurance exchanges. 2383
of
___ 2298, 22~9
insurer making good deposit or deficiency
Resident Agent
approval of contract by . 2321
Revival
of license upon
asset!;
Rc\"ocation
of agent's license
broker's license .. . . _, .. _..
adjuster's license .
corporation agency license , .
2386
2389
2391
2392
Salvage
under fire policy 2326
Securities
rccord of, deposited by inSlll'erS
approved, meaning of, in ~ections 38 to 68.
meaning of, in section 249 (7) , , .
right of insurer to interest on deposited .
for deposit, substitution of .
title to, deposited with Minister
value at which rceeived, for deposit .
other than approved, acceptance of, for deposit .
vesting and disposition of, on administration of deposit .
valuation of, in annual statement .
2287
2299
2384
2300
2300
2300
2300
2300
2305
2312
Sick and Funeral Benefits
meaning of . . .
license for.. .. .
2285
22"
Sickness Insurance
II11Htlling of .
license for "'" .
benefits, in life policy, valuation of
Sec also Accident Insurance
2285
2294
23111
Sickness Statutory Conditions
See Statutory Conditions
Society
See Fraternal Society
Mutual Benefit Society
fraternal, meaning of . . .
mutual benefit, meaning of " . . .
meaning of, in Part X, Fraternal Societies.
2282
228~
2366
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PAOli
2290
2289
2289
2289
2289
2290
2291
2296
2296
2297
2298
2306
2292
2306
Statement
See Annual Statement
of financial condition of insurer differing from annual state-
ment, prohibited 2312
that financial standing of insurer is guaranteed by Govern~
ment, prohibited .. 2312
Statutory Conditions
I
Fire Statutory Conditions 2323-2327
Automobile Statutory Conditions 2353-2356
Accident Statutory Conditions 2359-2362
team Boiler In urance
meaning of . 2285
license for 2294
annual nport by company to chief factory inspector 3471
Subrogation
under fire policy...... .. 2327
(Auto. Insurance) 2356
Subscriber
in reciprocal exchange. not to be deemed an insurer. 2381
meaning of, in Part XIII. 2380
Superintendent
See Administration of Deposit 2304
meaning of 2285
duties of 2286
authority of to take and receive affidavits, etc.. __ __ :........... 2286
examine witnesses upon oath 2286
duty to keep certain records, register, etc. 2287
administration of oath by.................................. . .. 2287
prohibition against being interested in insurance companies 2287
duty of to publish list of licensed insurers..... __ .. 2287,2288
necessity of fiat in order to bring proceedings against .. 2287
authority of, to institute proceedings in his name of office 2287
necessary party to action for recovery, fees, etc. . 2287
certificate of, prima facie evidence as to license.................. 2288
decision of, upon application for licen e to be in writing.. 2288
duty of, to determine right of insurer to be licensed 2288
appeal from decision of 2288
right of, to request certain information from licensed insurer
or insured .
annual inspection of all licensed insurers by ..
authorit~' of, to direct inquiries to insurer . ..
right of, to access to all books of an insurer __ .
duty of, to forward notice or process to insurer ..
prepare annual report ... .... . ..
service of notice or process on, where head office of insurer
outside of Ontario ,.... . .
authority of, to require publication of notice of application for
license .. .
additional information on application for licen e
right of, to notice of disputed claims .. ..
duty of, to report insufficiency of assets to Minister
take charge of administration of deposit ..
report on authorization of court bonds .
authority to incur expenditure, etc. . ..
386
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Su,pension
of license. ~ublieation of notice of 2298
y Lieutenant-Governor in Council . 2298,2316
on failure to make further deposit 2300
of agent's license 2386
broker's license 2889
adjuster's license 2391
corperatioD agency license 2392
•................
Tax
annual, payable by reciprocal 8xchaIlge .
on premiums received by brokers doing busmess with un·
licensed maurera .
Title
insurance, meaning of . .
See Guarantee .
to securities deposited .
insurance, contract of, to be in writina'
questions a8 to validity of .
Tornado
insurance aeainst lou arisiDz from, under fire policy .
Transfer
See Reinsurance
Transportation
insurance, inland, mean~ of .
Trade Union
meaning of .
when not to be deemed insurers .
Trustees
powers of, as to trust property .
(Life Insurance) rizht of msured to appoint
Undertaking Inauranee
meaninr of :
Underwriters Areney
policy, issue of, through .
Unlicensed Insurance
prohibition against undertakina
Unlicensed Insurer
reinsurance with, authorized .
when insurance with, permitted .- .
Valuation
of assets of insurer ..
securities in annual statement ..
Variations .
(Fire Insurance) certain stipulations allowed in fire policies .
(Auto Insurance) in statutory conditions ..
(Acc. & Sick. Insurance) .
VVeather Insurance
meaning of .
license for .....
what may be insured .
2""
2890
"".2282
2300
232.
232.
2322
-
2293
...32".
2292
28"
229'
2298
28••
229.
2812
2'28
2367
2863
"86
22"216.
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Weather Insurance--Continued
appli~ati?n of fi.re insurance provisions 2865
termmabon of Insurance .. .. 2865
term of contract . . 2865
fixed payments on premium note .. 2365, 2866
Wife
(Life Insurance) meaning of .. 2343
Winding-up
order for, ground for administration of deposit.. . .. . .2805
relation of, to administration of deposit 2805
Wind Storm
insurance again t loss arising from, under fire policy . 2822
Withdrawal
of license for non-payment of undisputed claim judgment 2297
deposit, in certain cases 2800
excess deposit by insurer :............................... 2800
member from fraternal society ,........... 2872
Witnesses
authority of superintendent to summon . 2286
'Vorkmen's Compensation
claim on insurance money payable to employer 1878
INSURANCE COMPANY
taxation of, for Provincial purposes
see Corporations Tax 386
INTEREST
Mortgages of Real Estate
rights of mortgagor and mortgagee
see Mortgages of Real Estate ....
Unconscionable Transaction.
relief against
see Money Lenders .. ..
When Court lay Allow............................. ...
INTERPRETAnON
Ad
includes enactment ..
1412
2131
914
8
Affidavit
who may take and certify as t() .. :..................................................... 5
includes affirmation and declaration . 8
Amendment .
reservation of power of Legislature as to 8
effect of substitution of provisions by way of <&
does not involve declaration as to previous state of law............ 5
not adoption of judicial construction 5
Aneillary Powers
wbat implied where powers conferred 7
388 INDEX.
court of Appellate Division .
INTERPRETATION-Continued
Appeals
procedure in Appellate Division
Appellate Division
means appellate division I)f Supreme COUl't
A ppoinlment
power to make before commencement of Act
to be held during pleasure .....
power to make includes power to remove..
Assembly
means Legislative Assembly
By-laws
in anticipation of commencement of Act.
expressions in, to have saIDe meaning as in Act authorizing.."
effect of repeal of Act, and substitution of revision on .
power to make includes power to revoke _ .
Christmas Da)'
to be a holiday
CtJmmcnccmcnt
what may be done under Act before date of.
Commissioner fot' taking affidavits
authority as to administering and certifying as to oaths
Consolidation
effect of, on matters under Acts consolidated
not adoption of judicial cr>nstruction .
Corporation
effect of words constituting.
County
includes united counties ..
Court
application to, practice on
Crown
not bound unlcss expressly so dcclarcd . .
authority to make appointments, means during pleasure.
refercnces to, means reigning sovereign.
Declarations
who may take and certify as to..
Deputy
power to appoint includes power to remove _
direction or authority to principal includes ..
Divisional Court
means divisional
Dominion Day
to be a holiday
Duties
performance of, from time to time ..
by holder of office for time being..
8
9
2
5
8
9
2
2
4
7
2
6
4
5
6
9
8
3
5
9
6
8
8
,
,
1
7
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INTERPRETATION-Continued
Easter Monday
to be a holiday .
Exceptions
from application of interpretation clau es
Fees
power of Lieutenant-Governor in Council as to fixing
Felon~'
meaning of .
Feminine Gender
includes masculine .
F:orCeiture
not affected by repeal of Act under which incurred .. . . ..
enforcement of, by procedure under ubstituted enactments
mitigation of, in enactments substituted on repeaL .
Forms
preparatil)n of, in anticipation of <,ommencement of Act .
power of Lieutenant-Governor in Council as to prescribing .
what deviations from, not material
Gaols
authority to ordeL' imprisonment in
Gender
masculine includes feminine and the converse
Good Frida)'
to be a holiday.... ....... . . . .........
Great Seal
means great eal of Ontario ..
Hard Labour
authority to imprison involves power to impose
Herein
means "in this Act"
High Court Diyision.
meaning of ..
Holiday
computation of time expiring on
what days included .
falling on Sunday, next day to be
Implied Provision
what to be deemed
Imprisonment
place of. ..
hard labour
Interpretation Clause
how to be con trued
Judges
authority a to admini tcring and certifying as to oaths
3 '!J
P.'UY.
6
8
3
4
4
2
6
7
6
9
9
6
9
7
6
6
5
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INTERPRETA nON-Continued
Judicature Act
application of interpretation sections
Judicial Constructton
not adopted by re-enactment, revision, etc.
Judicial Notice
to be taken of all Acts
Jurisdiction
implied provisions as tu
Justice of the Peace
authority as to administering and eel'tifying as to oaths
implied provisions as to jurisdiction .
includes two or more acting together.
magistrate means .
,.~.t
11
6
,
7
6
7
•10
King, The
means reigning sovereign
Labour Day
to be a holiday
L.w
always speaking " ..
Legal Matters
application of interpretation section of Judicature Act..
•
•
,
11
of corporation
Legal Proceedings
in respect of rights and liabilities, etc., under repealed Acts..
construction of, under substituted enactments
Letters Patent
issue of, in anticipation of commencement of Act .
expressions in, to have same meaning as in Act authorizing .
Liability
not affected by repeal of Act under which incurred..
Lieutenant-Governor
proclamation by, understood to be under order in council
appointments by, to be during pleasure .
meaning of
Lleutenant.Governor In Coundl
meaning of .
Lower Canada
meaning of ...
Ma,istrate
implied provisions as t<I jurisdiction .
meanin~ of, and what to include -
Majority
power of, of Inembers
validity of acts of
Masculine Gender
includes feminine .
3,
,
,
3
6
6
10
10
10
7
10
7
7
3
INDEX.
INTERPRETAnON-Continued
May
to be considered as permissive .
Medical Practitioner
references to
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10
•
Misdemeanonr
meaning of 10
Month
means calendar month 10
Municipal Act
application of interpretation section 11
Newspaper
meaning of 10
New Year's Day
to be a holiday....... 9
Next
me,aning of 10
Notary Public
authority as to administering and certifying as to oaths............ 6
Notices
in anticipation of commencement of Act 2
Now
meaning of 10
Number·
singular includes plural and the converse.................................... 8
word interpreted in singular to have corresponding meaning
in plural 8
Oath
who may administer and certify as to.............................................. I)
includes affirmation and declaration 10
Offences
repeal of Act not to affect liability for 3
under more than one Act or under Statute and common law.... 6
Office
authority to appoint means during pleasure I)
powers and duties, exercise and performance from time to
time 7
exercise of, by holder for time being..... 7
Officers
continuing to act under provisions substituted for repealed
Acts 3, 4
power to appoint includes power to remove 8
direction or authority includes successors and deputy................ 8
Order-in-Council
may be passed before commencement of Act......... 2
expressions in, to have same.meaning as in Act authorizing.... 2
:H)2 lXDEX.
INTERPRETATION-Continued
Penalties
not affeeted by repeal of Act under which incurred
enforcement oC, by procedure undel· substituted enactmcnts .
reduction oC, in enactments substituted on repeal .
Person
includes corporation, etc.
j~lural Number
includes singular. . .. . .
words interpreted in singular to have corresponding meaning
;n
Powers
implied ancillary powers _
exercise oC, Crom time to time " _
by holder of office for time being .
Preamble
effect oC
I'rh·ate Acts
must be eXjJl"Cssly so declf.red .
what rights bound hy .
Prh·ileges
not affected by repeal of act under which acquired... _
Procedure
under enactments substituted for those repealed
Proclamation
understood as issued undel' Order in Council
means jJroclamation under Great Seal .
Public Acts
all acts to be unless otherwise expressed
Public Officers
implied pt'ovisions as to jurisdiction and powers
J'unishment
not to be twice fOI" same act or omission
Queen, The
means reigning sovereign
He-enactment
not adoption of judicial construction
Ilegistrar
includes deputy
Ilegulations
in anticipation of commencement oC Act...... . .
expressions in, to have snme meaning as in act authori:l.:ing
restrictions upon effect of revocation of .
effect of repeal oC Act, and substitution of revision on.
IJower of Lieutenant-Governor in Cuuncil as to.
power to make, includes power to revoke ..
Hemedial Act
every Act to be deemed
1"O~
3,
,
10
8
8
7
7
7
2
2
3
3
3, ,
,
10
2
7
6
9
,
10
2
2
3,
6
7
2
Shall
to be construed as imperative .
ingular ... umber
includes plural... ..
words interpreted have arne meaning when used in plural
Security
means sufficient security ..
Sections
references to, include first and last .
Rules
preparation of, in anticipation of commencement of Act
expressions in, to have same meaning as in Act authorizing .
effect of repeal of Act and substitution of revision on .
power to make includes power to revoke .
Rules of Construction
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1'.'0 Ii:
3
3
3
4
4
6
5
3, 4
6
3
4
3
2
2
3, 4
7
2
8
11
2
2
11
8
11
8
8
3, 4
9
11
11
of law
Sub tiluted Provisions
effect of .
Sunday
holiday falling on, next day to be observed
Supreme Court
meaning of .
Sureties
means sufficient sureties
Rules of Court
practice to be as prescribed by .
meaning of .
Scheme
preparatory to commencement of Act .
expressions in, to have same meaning as in Act authorizing
Remedies
effect of repeal of Act upon
Repeal
reservation of power of legislature as to
restriction upon effect of ..
substituted provisions, matters continued under
references to repealed enactment, how construed
not a declaration that repealed Act in force .....
does not involve declaration as to previous state
Revision
substituted provisions, matters continued under .
not adoption of judicial construction ..
Rights
not affected b>' repeal of Act under which acquired
proceedings for enforcement of, under substituted provi ions
Re\'ivor
of Act, regulation, etc., not to be brought about
INTERPRETA nON-Continued
39< lNOU.
INTERPRETAnON-Continued
Swe_..
includes affirm and declare , ..
Sworn
includes affirmed and declared
Tim.
eJ:piry of limitation on a holiday,
Upper C.nad.
meaning of
Victoria Day
to be a holiday ....
•
rAO"
11
11
•
11
•
Warra.t
issue of, before commenc:ement of Ad............................................ 2
exprell.r.ions in, to have oame meaning all in Act outhorizinc.. 2
Writinc
meaning of, or of term of like import .
Year
means calendar year
INTERPRETER
Appointment of
in local courts
Criminal Trials
employment at
INTOXICATING LIQUOR
Prisoners
penalty for supplying to
Railways
penalty for supp1ring to employees .
intoxIcation of employees on duty..
Sale of by Control Board
see Liquor Control.
INVENTION, LETTERS PATENT OF
EXKution
procedure on takin~ rightll in
INVESTMENTS BY TRUSTEES
see Trustees
IRON ORE
Bonul
remission of mining- tax on Imeltinr in Canada....
11
11
967
1339
4060
..... 2812
....2612.2618
9289
1226
U96
IS<
ISLANDS
INDEX. 395
when included in townships bordering on lakes and rivers. 66, 67
Lieutenant-Governor in Council may declare location of .... 68
ISOLATION HOSPITALS
establishment by health officer 3368
JEWS
Religious Institutions
provisions extended to
JOINT ACCOUNT
4021
securities held on, effect of 1668
JOINT CONTRACTORS
see Mercantile Law 1667
JOINT TENANTS
Accounts By
see Judicature
JUDGES
946
Administration of Oaths
authopty as to 6
Ultra Vires Statutes
action not to lie for anything done under................... 1296
JUDGES' ORDERS ENFORCEMENT
Appeal
from order of judi'e to AppeUate Division 1221
Costa
jurisdiction of judge as to 1221
Fees
on application for order 1221
Orden
of judge as persona designata, how enforced 1221
JUDICATURE
Accountant
to be a corporation sole .
moneys, securities, etc., vested in ..
=~~s ~f o~m~e::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:::::::::::
moneys herd by, to be deemed in trust for Crown ..
9S6
986
936
936
987
